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Itamar Arel (2012) argues that:
1. artificial general intelligence (AGI) “is inevitable” (§1.1),
2. techniques including a “fusion between deep learning, . . . a scalable situation
inference engine, and reinforcement learning [RL] as a decision-making system
may hold the key to place us on the path to AGI” (§2), and
3. “a potentially devastating conflict between a reward-driven AGI system and the
human race. . . is inescapable, given the assumption that an RL-based AGI will
be allowed to evolve” (§2).
Why “inescapable”? If I understand Arel correctly, it is a mathematical certainty:
[F]rom equations (2) and (4) [Arel 2012, §§4.1, 6.1, the details of which
are irrelevant to my argument], it follows that the agent continuously
attempts to maximize its “positive” surprises [i.e., “its wellbeing”]. . . while
minimizing “negative” surprises. This process. . . is unbounded. . . . [O]nce
such a bonus is received on a regular basis, it becomes the new norm and
no longer yields the same level of satisfaction. This is the core danger
in designing systems that are driven by rewards and have large cognitive
capacity; by continuously striving to gain positive (relative) reinforcement,
they will inevitably pose a danger to humanity.
Let’s suppose so. But why should it be “inevitable”? Despite Arel’s faith in the
inevitability of AGI (which I share), he seems to be committing the fallacy of thinking
that AGIs must differ in crucial respects from humans.
This is the fallacy that John Searle commits when claiming that the inhabitant
of his Chinese Room (Searle 1980) doesn’t “understand a word of Chinese and neither
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does any other digital computer because all the computer has is what [the inhabitant]
ha[s]: a formal program that attaches no meaning, interpretation, or content to any
of the symbols” (Searle 1982: 5). As I have pointed out elsewhere, this assumes “that
external links are needed for the program to ‘attach’ meaning to its symbols” (Rapaport
2000, §3.2.2). The fallacy can be seen by realizing that “if external links are needed,
then surely a computer could have them as well as—and presumably in the same way
that—humans have them” (Rapaport 2000, §3.2.2).
Why do I think that Arel is committing this fallacy? Because, presumably,
humans also “attempt to maximize [their] wellbeing”. Now, I can agree that humans
themselves have been known, from time to time, to “pose a danger to humanity” (for
a discussion of this, see Dietrich 2001, 2007). But we have also devised methods
for alleviating such dangers. Clearly, then, rather than wringing our hands over the
“inevitability” of AGIs wreaking havoc on their creators, we should give them some of
those methods.
And, indeed, Arel sketches out some possibilities along these lines: education
and “limit[ing] such [a] system’s mental capacity” (§6.2). But he seems to neglect one
obvious possibility, one that is, in fact, a necessity for any AGI: For an AGI to really
have GI—general intelligence—it must have cognition: (1) It must be able to use and
understand language—and, presumably, our language, so that we can communicate
with it, and vice versa (see Winston 1975 and my discussion of “Winston’s problem”
in Rapaport 2003)—and (2) it must be able to reason consciously (e.g., via an explicit
knowledge-representation-and-reasoning system, as opposed to tacit reasoning by, say,
an artificial neural network). If we can reason with it in natural language, then we can
hope to be able to collaborate and negotiate with it, rather than compete with it. Such
natural-language and reasoning competence is, in any case, a prerequisite (or at least a
product) of education, but it requires no limitation on the AGI’s mental capacity.
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